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“Only a child can ask questions that a wise man cannot answer” 

 

Hello Mums & Dads. Hope you all had a wonderful Pesach! 

We have a couple of announcements first of which is WELCOME AKIVA JOY to our nursery! And a massive 

congratulations to Natasha and Josh on the birth of their little baby boy!!! And of course a big bear hug to 

Eitan who has now been promoted to BIG BROTHER! Eitan, you are going to be an amazing big brother and 

we are all so proud of you sweetie here at TLC! X 

This week‟s Sedra is Parshas Shemini.  This Parsha speaks more about the service in the Mishkan. This week 

we have discussed kosher animals, and the signs which make them kosher.  We concentrated on kosher 

fish.  The children really enjoyed making and decorating fish with distinctive pink scales and fins! WELL 

DONE CHILDREN, YOUR FISH LOOK GOOD ENOUGH TO EAT! 

Monday: Today the children practiced writing phase 2 letters (s a t p )using paints.  It was an adult led 

activity; the children were given the opportunity to do this activity independently and we gave them the 

choice of which phase 2 letter they wanted to paint including painting an object which begins with that 

letter.  Some children then decided to paint pictures about their Pesach holiday.  We had lovely paintings 

of swimming pools, hotels, beaches, crabs and amusement parks! WELL DONE CHILDREN! Paintings are 

displayed on our wall for everyone to see!  

During circle time we gave the opportunity for each child to stand in front of their class and tell us what 

they did during their Pesach holiday. It was a lovely opportunity for them to share their experience as well 

as to develop confidence and their personal, social and emotional skills in accordance to the EYFS.  

Tuesday: Today was such lovely weather….THE SUN HAD HIS HAT ON! We spent most of the day in the 

playground where we made a mud kitchen.  We chose this activity to give the children the opportunity for 

messy play, exploring, sensory play and nature discovery.  Research has found that playing with soil triggers 

the release of serotonin, which in turn elevates the children‟s mood and decreases anxiety and this little 

bacterium has also been found to improve cognitive function. 

In our French class with Monsieur Leon, the children learnt a new song and acted out the words as sung.  

“UN, un kilometre a pied, ca use, ca use, un kilometre a pied, ca use les souliers” 

 Each following verse increases the distance marched eg: DEUX, un, deux, deux kilometres a pied…etc. The 

children held out their hand and the number of fingers shown corresponds to the number of kilometres.   
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New instructions to which the children carried out actions which they all absolutely had so much fun doing 

were:  

a) Guarde a vouz! (attention!) 

b) Repos! (at ease!) 

c) Demi – tour! (about turn!) 

 SUCH FANTASTIC LITTLE SOLDIERS! WELL DONE CHILDREN!  

Wednesday: On Monday Stef made frozen colourful hands using plastic gloves, food colouring and paints 

mixed with water for sensory play.  We put them out today with salt, sugar and lemon juice. The children 

experimented with these different ingredients to see what happens when they pour them over the ice hand. 

A lovely little science task to get their little minds thinking. They were also given the opportunity to taste 

the salt, sugar, lemon juice and honey, we then asked them to describe how each ingredient tasted.  One 

child said “the honey tastes like bees!”  This clearly shows that this particular child was able to link „honey‟ 

with „bees‟ .  Other words used to describe the different tastes were „lemony, sugary, sticky, funny, yummy 

and of course we supported the children in distinguishing sweet, bitter, sour whilst linking them with the 

appropriate ingredient. WELL DONE CHILDREN!! 

Thursday: Today we gave the children lots of opportunity to talk about an interest. They all decided to talk 

about aeroplanes.  They all sat beautifully and were so eager to give us their ideas and experiences.  We 

heard about some children visiting grandmas and granddads abroad and taking an aeroplane to see them. 

One child told us that they went on an aeroplane to Croatia. Another told us about the „yukky‟ food on the 

aeroplane.   

We started preparing the older children for their school years and so we asked them to raise their hand if 

they wanted to share an idea or experience and then wait until the teacher called their name which is when 

they could begin to talk. They understood this concept so well and sat patiently waiting for their turn and 

their name to be called out with their hand raised.  WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU! 

Friday: Mummy and Daddy Shabbos today are: Ayala and Jack. 

Book of the week: No trouble at all   (Sally Grindley & Eleanor Taylor) 

Hope you all have a lovely weekend and Shabbos! 

The TLC Team 

Tracy, Becky, Stef, Dana, Nicole, Rachel & Naomi 


